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Two partial orders P = (X, S) and Q = (X, s’) are complementary if P fl Q = {(x, x): x E x} 
and the transitive closure of P U Q is {(x. y): x, y E X}. We investigate here the size w(n) of 
the largest set of pairwise complementary par!iai orders on a set of size n. In particular, for 
large n we construct L?(n/iogrt) mutually complementary partial orders of order n, and show 
on the other hand that o(n) <0.486n for ail sufficiently large II. This provides an estimate of 
the maximum number of mutually complementary ?;, topologies on a set of size n. 
1. Introduction 
Let P = (X, d P) and Q = (X, su) be partially ordered sets (posets) on a finite 
set X. We say that P and Q are complemeritary if P tl Q = Ax = {(x, x): x E X} 
and (P U Q)* = Vx = {(x, y): x, y E X}, where (P U Q)* denotes the transitive 
closure of P U (2. It is not hard to see that every poset P on a finite set X that is 
nonempty (i.e. P # A,) has a complement. For let x and y be respectively 
minimal and maximal elements of P with x <,, y, and let L be any linear 
extension of P whose largest and smallest elements are respectively y and x. Then 
the inverse linear order L-’ (formed by reversing all ordered pairs of L) is a 
complementary poset to P. The Hasse diagrams of three mutually complementary 
posets on {1,2,3,4,5,6} are shown in Fig. 1. We will be interested in the 
following problem. What is the maximum size of a collection of mutually 
complementary posets on a set of size n. 3 We will provide some constructions of 
large sets of mutuail; ‘ ornptemerrtary posets, as well as an upper bound on this 
number. 
We remark that our interest in this notion of poset complementation arose 
from a rela.ted problem in topology. Birkhoff [3] first noticed in 1936 that he 
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Fig. 1. Three mutually complementary poscts of order 6. 
topologies on a fixed set X form a lattice & under containment. Two topologies 
on X are said to be complementary if their join and meet are, respectively, the ‘1’ 
and ‘0’ of the lattice, i.e. the smallest topology containing both is the discrete 
topology on X and the largest topology contained in both is the indiscrete 
topology on X. It is well known (cf. [6]) that there is a l-l correspondence 
between finite topologies and preorders (i.e. reflexive, transitive relations) as 
follows. Given a topology t on [pi] = { 1, _ . . , PZ}, form the preorder P(z) = 
{(x, y) y is in every open set of t that contains x}; contersely, given any 
preorder P on [n], one can form the topology t(P) on [fz] by taking the sets 
G = (y: (-C y) f P} (x E In], as a basis. The I;, topologies on [n] are in a l-l 
correspondence with the posets on [n]. Some applications of this correspondence 
can be found in [6,13,14]. Note that the indiscrete and the discrete topologies on 
[n] corresponds to the preorders V,,*, and A,,, respectively, and that the latter are 
the ‘0’ and ‘1’ of the lattice (Pre l,zl, r>) of all preorders on [IZ]. Now for any two 
topologies z and (J of order II, it is not hard to see that t E CJ if and only if 
P (0) E P(r). It follows that the map TV P(t) is a latti e isomorphism from 
(J&, c) to (Pre IRI, 2). In particular, two topologies CJ and t on [n] are 
complementary in (J& c) if and only if p(a) and P(t) are complementary in 
(Pre!,], 2) (two elements x and y of a lattice .Y are complements if x A _v = OY. and 
x v y = 1 Y). Thus a set of complementary topologies on [fz] correspond to a set of 
complementary preorders on [n), and a set of complementary ?;, topologies on [n ] 
corresponds to a set of complementary posets on [n]. In [Z] Anderson considered 
the problem of how many mutually complementary topologies are there on a set 
of size n. He showed by considering certain preorders that if tz = p, p + 1 p 2p - 1 
or 2p for some prime p, then the maximum number of such topologies is, 
respectively. p, p, 2p - 1 and 2p - 1. A well-known (but still unsolved) 
conjecture is that any complete graph of order 2k 34 contains a perfect 
factorization (i.e. a partition of the edge set into perfect matchings such that the 
union of any two ot these is a Hamiitonihn cycle), and the truth of this conjecture 
(along with propositions l-3 of [2]) would imply that the maximum number of 
pnirwise complementary topologies (and hence preorders) on a set of size IZ is 
n if n = 2 or n is odd, 
n-l ifnS4iseven. 
Thz problem of determining the maximum number of mutually complementary ;i;! 
topologies on [M] has not been previously considered. and it is this problem we 
turn our attention to here. For other work on complements of topologies see, for 
example, [ 19,8, 17, l&12,1,2]); * d detailed discussion can be found in [ Iti]. 
Our poset (and graph) terminology will be standard (c.f. [4, IS]). A poset, 
preorder or graph is said to be of order PI if its underlying set is [)I]; we abbreviate 
VI,,, and A,,,, to V,, and A,, respectively. Any poset P = (X, s,.) can be viewed as a 
directed graph with edges {(x, y) E X x X: x s,, y } ; we call the reflexive edges 
‘loops’ and all other edges are called ‘arcs’. If D is a directed graph on vertex set 
V, then the relation x - y if and only if there are directed paths from x to y and y 
to x in D is an equivalence relation on V, the classes of which are called tile 
stron& cormecred components of D. D is strongly connected if and only if it has 
exactly one strongly connected component (in particular, for posets P and Q of 
order II, (P U Q)* = V,, if and only if P U Q is strongly connected). If G is a graph 
with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G), then c denotes the graph on vertex set 
V(G) such that {x, y} E E(c) if and only if {x, y} $ E(G). Let P be a poset of 
order U. The converse P-’ of P is the poset on [IZ] with x s,, I y ifi’ y 6,*x. A 
up-set of P is a subset U of [H] that is closed upwards, i.e. such that x E U, y >px 
implies y E U (so that the up-sets of P are precisely the topological open sets of 
t(P)). For two posets P and Q on a set X, (P U Q)* = Vx iff P and Q have no 
common up-sets except 0 and X. Note that we can restate the fact that two posets 
P and Q of order ?I are complementary as saying that they are arc disjoint and 
they have no common proper up-sets 
2. Constructing sets of mutually complementary posets 
We first turn our attention to constructing large families of mutually corn-- 
plementary posets. The following observations will be of frequent use to us. 
Observation 1. If P and Q are complementary posets of order n 2 2, then P and 
Q share no maximal or minimal elements. 
Proof. Suppose that x is maxima1 in P and Q. Then {x} is a proper up-set of both 
P and Q, so P and Q cannot be complementary. One immediately derives from 
this that complementary posets P and Q share no minimal elements either as P 
and Q are complementary iff P-’ and Q-’ are. c! 
We also will often need the following ‘bootstrapping’ lemma th t shows that 
the maximum number of mutually complementary posets of order n is an 
increasing function of n. 
Lemmal. LetP,,..., Pk be mutually complementary non-empty posers of order 
n. Then there exist k mutually complementary non-empty posets Pi, . . . , Pi of 
order n + 1. 
Proof. Let x, and yj be distinct elements of P = ([n], St) such that xi is maximal 
in P, yi is minimal in P and yi <i xi. We form P,! = ([R + 11, <I) by adding to P 
the new point IZ + 1 and the new relations y; <I II + 1, 12 + 1 <I xi. IIt is clear that 
Pl is a non-empty poset and by construction, the restriction of P,’ to [n] is P. Let 
U be a non-empty up-set in both P and 17. It follows that U contains a maximal 
element of both P, and P, and since P and r; are complements, U contains all of 
[n]. Since yi 6, II + 1 and yj E [,z] c_ U. it follows that 12 + 1 also belongs to U, and 
hence U = X. Thus (P: U P,f)* = P,,, , . On the other hand, if PI fl P,i # A,,+, 
then for some w and z, we have both w <I z and w <I z. Since P n P = A,,, 
either w =n+l andz=_ri=+orz= t2 + 1 and w = yj = yj- This contradicts the 
fact that two complementary posets can share no maximal and no minimal 
elements. Thus we must have PI fl P,’ = A,:,, , and so PI and P/’ are complements 
for all 1 <i<j<k. Cl 
Our first construction produces mutually complementary posets of order the 
square of a prime, each of which is the disjoint union of chains. 
Theorem 1. For any prime p, there are p mutually complementary pcyets of order 
p’, each of which is the disjoint ur2ior2 of p chains of length p. 
Proof, Let n =p’, p a prime. We form posets P,, . . . , A?,,-1 on iZp X Z[, as 
follows. In P we have (i+I,j)<(i+I+s,j+s!) for lss<p-i and i,jEZ,,. 
That is, fi consists of p levels {I} X Z,), {I + l} X Zp, . . . , {I - 1) X Z,), and j in 
the i-th level (i = 1, . . . , p - 1) is covered by j + I in the (i + I)-th level. Thus 
each P, is the disjoint union of p chains of length p. 
Let 0 c I < k up - 1. First we show that P fl Pk = A,,. Suppose that ((i, j) <, 
(i’, j’)) and ((i. j) cli (i’, j’)). Then if i’ = i + r (0 < r <p), then j’ = j + rl = 
j + rk. However. then in Z,, we derive I = k, a contradiction. Therefore 
fin Pk = A,. 
We now show (PI U Pk)* = V,#. We show this by first proving there is a path in 
pI U Pk from (I. 0) to (I, r) for some r # 0. In P U Pk we car! walk from (I, 0) to 
(I, I( p - j) + kj), for any j E { 1, . . . , p - 1). Now I(p - j) + kj = 0 if and only if 
j=O as Ifk in Zp. Thus for any choice of Jo {I,. . . ,p- I}, we have 
r = l(p -j) + kj # 0. so we can certainly walk from (I, 0) to (I, r) for some r # 0. 
By iterating the walk p - 1 times starting at (I, r). we travel through all of 
(11 x &Y returning to (I, 0) at the end. so all of {I} x ZP lies in a strongly 
connected component of P, U PA. Every (i, j) E Z,, x Z,, can walk to and be 
reached from (I} x i& in P, U Pk, so it follows that P, U Pk is strongly connected, 
i.e. (P,U Pk)* = 9_,. 
7-?lus I$. . . . ) Pp_, are p mutually complementary posets of order p’. Cl 
For general (but sufficiently large) n, we choose a prime p between ni - Ant 
and ni (cf. [4]), and construct p mutually complementary posets of order p’. 
As p’sn. we can use the bootstrapping lemma to find p > r2; - &,n t mutually 
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complementary posets of order n. Thus our construction produces Q(n:) mutually 
complementary posets of order II (we use the convenient notation f(n) = 8@(n)) 
to mean there is an n,, and a postive constant C such that for all II 3 22,,, 
f(n) 3 C&z)). 0 ur second construction builds a much larger set of mutually 
complementary posets. 
Theorem 2. There are Q(n/!og n) mutually complementary posets of order n. 
To begin the construction for Theorem 2, let p be a prime. Let 
X = ZZ x .ZT x Z$, x Z,, where I= 
(here as elsewixre, the logarithms are base 2). Let {Ax: 1 dx < i> list a 
point-separating family of subsets of 
Y-11 2j:m--l(mod3) 
that is for every two points of Y, there is an A, that contains precisely one of the 
points (note that if n 3 2, then there is a point-separating family of [n] of size 
[log ~1, since if we take n distinct binary k-tup!es (k = [log n] ), say xi ) . . . , x,,, 
then the sets Bi = {.Xj: sj(i) = O>, i = (I, . . . , k), are ;: point-separating family of 
the IZ points xl, . . . , x,:). 
We will define for each m e Y a poset -P,,,, = (X, s,,,) of height 4 on X. We first 
define a function x : Y ii Zj -•, if2 such that for m E Y and x E Z, - (01, x(m, 0) = 0 
and x(m, x) = 1 ew E A,. Let P,,, be the smallest partial ordering which contains 
9~ folIowine r;_iations: for any (j, k), (4, z) E Z,, x Z, - {(m, 0)) and for any i, 
rEZ13, we have 
(1 - x(m, k), i, j, k) -%,, (0, i, m, O), (1) 
(1, i + 2, m, 0) cm (X(W k), i, j, k) 
and if ip +j + m = rp + q (mod 3p), then 
(x(m 0 i, j, k) % (1 - x(m, z), r, q, z). (3) 
The relations above are the covering relation of the poset P,,,. The levels of the 
poset C,, ascending from the first to fourth levels, are L;“, Ly, LT’, LT. L;’ 
consists of the three minimal elements (1, 0, m, 0), (1, 1, m, 0), (1, 2, m, 0). Lz 
consists of the three maximal elements (0, 0, m, 0), (0, 1, m, 0), (0, 2, m, 0). L;” 
consists of those elements (i! s, t, u) for which (t, u) # (m, 0) and x(m, c;) = i. Ly’ 
consists of those elements (i, s, t, u) for which (t, u) f (m, 0) and x(m. u j -,t i. 
Every point in Li’ (k = 2, 3) covers points in L$_, and is covered by points in 
CZ+,. Furthermore if m # u then L;” c L;’ and C,,,l c I,;‘. The function 2 
determines wil,ether a non-estremal element lies at level 2 or level 3; x is designed 
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be as different as possible for each of the distinct pose&. Below, we let 
Izl,,,(i. s, 1. II) denote the level of (i, s, t. 10 in P,,,. i.e. Iv,,,(i. s. I, u) = k if and only 
if (i. s, t, u) E L;i”. 
We now show that the posets P,,, are complementary. 
proof. Suppose (i, s, t, U) <,,# (j. k, (7. r) and (i. s, 1. U) <,# (i. k, ~7, r). 
Case 1: {(I, u), (4, r)} n {(m 0). (W 0)) 4. 
In both orders Iv(i, s. I, u) = 2 and rv(j. k, q, r) = 3. By (3). sp +- t + trz = 
kp + 4 = sp + I + v which implies that m = u (mod 3p) which is impossible. 
Case 2: {(t, u), (4, r)} = {(m. 0). (V, 0)). 
Suppose that (I, u) = (m. 0) and (q, r) = (u, 0). Now Iv,,,(i, s, I, U) = 1. since it 
cannot be 4 and so Iv,,(i, s, I, u) = 3. Thus f~,,(j, k, (I, Y) = 4, and SO 
/u,,,(j, k, 4, r) = 2. This means that condition 1 applies in P,, and condition 2 
applies in P,,, to yield k = s and k + 2 = s which is a contradiction (as we are in 
G)- 
Case 3: I{(& u), (4, r)} fl {(m 0). (v, ())}I = 1. 
Suppose (1. U) = (m, 0). This means that IV,& s, t, u) = 1 since it cannot be 4. 
Thus k,,(i, s, t, 10 = 3 and so Iu,,(j, k. q, r) = 4. This implies that (q, r) = (v, 0) 
which is a contradiction. Suppose (9, r) = (m. 0). This means that 
ru,,,(j, k, q, r) = 4 since it cannot be 1. Thus 1u,,(i. k, q, r) = 2 and so 
Iu,,(i, s, I, u) = 1. This implies that (t, u) = (u, 0) which is a contradiction. 
These cases exhaust and so the proof is complete. Cl 
Lemma 3. lf m, v E Y then P,,, and P,, have no common up-sets except 0 and X. 
Proof. Let U be an nonempty subset of X that is a up-set in both P,,, and P,,. Any 
non-empty up-set in P,,, contains some point of level 4, so U contains such a point. 
In P,,, that point (0, i, m, 0) is at level 2 and so U contains all (1 - 
X(V, w), r, q, w) for which (4, w) f (u, 0) and ip + m + v = rp + q. In particular 
U contains the unique point (1, T, 4, 0) if 4 f u. However, U also ccrntains 
(1 - x(u, w), r. 4, w) = (@z, w), r, 4, w) where w # 0 is such that x(m, w) f 
~(u, w); there is such a w as the sets A, separate Y. We know that 
(x(m, w), r, 4, w) c,,~ (1 - x(m, z), x, y, z) where x, y are determined by rp + 
q + m = xp + y and (y, z) # (m, 0). We choose z = w so we get the point 
(x(v. w), x, y, w) in Il. Now back in P,,, we see that F contains the unique point 
(,x(m, w), u, 6, w) (and ( 1, u, h. 0) if b # v) if xp + y + v = up + h. To summarize 
the latter part of the argument we started with (~(nz, w), Y, y, w) E U and 
obt,Cned (x(m, w), a, h, w) E U, where up + 6 = rp + q + m + u. We can repeat 
this argument many times to get any rlultiple of m + v added onto rp + q. Now 
m + v is relatively prime to 3p since m + v = 2 (mod 3) and 0 < m + u <p. Thus 
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we get all (x(m, w), e, f, w) in U. and along the way we also get each (1, c, d, 0) 
in U, whenever d # U, and in particular all minimal elements in P,l, belong to U. 
Thus U = X, and we are done. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 2, We have shown that for any odd prime p, there are 
WI = KP - 1)/61 complementary posets of order at most Cp kogp for some 
positive constant C. For large n, from the fact that for any x 2 1 there is a prime 
between x and 2K, we can pick a prime 
[ 
n n 
PE 1 2Clogn’Clogn ’
and construct as above [(p - 1)/6] complementary 
By Lemma 1, we can bootstrap these to a set of 
complementary posets of order rz. 
3. An upper 
order n 
We now turn to 
posets we can find 
cl 
on the number of pairwise complementary 
posets of order Cp logp d n. 
the problem of determining how large a set of complementary 
. We begin with a simple upper bound. 
Proposition 1. Suppose P, , Pz, . . . , Px- (k 3 3) is a collection of mutually com- 
plementa.yy posets of order n. Then k s [n/2]. 
Proof. Let it4; denote the maximal elements of c. First note if A4; = {x} for some 
i, then x must be minimal in each 4 (j # 6). In particular, as k 3 3, there are 4 
and P, (j # 1) with x minimal in both, contradicting observation 1. Thus jMij 2 2 
for all 1. Next we observe that Mi fl Mi = 0, as by observation 1, no two 
complementary posets can share a maximal element. It now follows that 
The bound above appears to be quite good for small values of IZ. From 
Proposition 1 it follows that for n = 2, 3, 4, 5 the maximum number of mutually 
complementary posets of order n is 2. For n = 6, the upper bound of Proposition 
1 again attained; three mutually complementary posets of order 6 were shown in 
Fig. 1. From this example, Proposition 1 and Lemma 1, it follows that the bound 
is again achieved for n = 7. We do not know the size of a largest set of mutually 
w 
complementary posets for any order TV 2 8. The examples for u = 4 and 6 of m/2 
pairwise complementary posets that are the disjoint union of two chains do not 
extend up for large n, since if P, , . . = , f, are complementary posets of order n 
such that each the disjoint union of two chains, then each Pi contains at least 




Gn(r2 - I), 
which implies r d 4 if n 2 7. We conjectured for some time that [n/21 might be 
the maximum number of mutually complementary posets of order tz for any 
n 3 2. However, we can in fact show that for large n, there can be no more than 
Cn mutually complementary posets of order r2 for some positive constant C < 1. 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following. 
Theorem 3. The number of mutually complementary partial orders on a set of 
cardinality n is at most 0.486n for all sufficiently large r2. 
We will need a ‘free set’ lemma. iP([t2]) denotes the power set of [n]. 
Lemma 4. If f : [n]+ P([n 1) and 0 < E < (n - 1)/2n is such that 1 f (i)l d ~i2 and 
i $ f (i) for all i E [n] then (3i ij) : i $ f (j) A j $ f (i). 
Proof. Suppose that i $ f(j) 3 j E f ( ‘) L w h en ifj. Let N=I((i,j):i$f(j),i#j}l 
and let M = I{(i, j): j E f (i), i #j}l. We can calculate n(n - En - 1) d N < A4 d 
n(&n) and this means that E 3 (n - 1)/(2tz). Cl 
Definition 1. We say that an element of a partial order P on tz is ‘sub-maximal’ if 
it is non-maximal and is below no non-maximal elements, i.e. if M is the set of 
maximal elements of P, the sub-maximal elements of P are the maximal elements 
of P-M. 
Lemma 5. Supposes that we have an a 3 mutually complementary posets of order 
n (cu may be a function of n). Further, suppose that each of these has at least p12 
sub-maximal elements, where p E (0, 1) is a constant. Then we have cy d 
2(1 - p) + l/t2. 
Proof. Let Mi be the set of maximal elements in the i-th partial order. Let Ai be 
the set of non-sub-maximal elements in the i-th partial order. Let f(i) = 
{j E [an]: j # i and Ai n M, #0}. Since the Miss are all disjoint, If (i)l s IAil s 
n - j?n. We can apply Lemma 4 so long as If (i)l G E&n where E < (an - 1)/(2an). 
We need 
I2 - pn s &CM (4) 
E < 1 - 1/(2an) (5) 
If these equations are satisfied then we get two distinct partial orders, say the ith 
and ‘he j-th, in which maximal elements in one are sub-maximal elements in the 
other. It follows that A4; U Mj is a non-empty up-set in both the ith and jth partial 
orders. Moreover, it is a proper subset of { 1, . . . , n} (as otherwise by 
observation i there cannot be a third poset complementary to both, while we 
have cyy2 >3). Thus Mi U Mj is a proper up-set in both the i-th and j-th posets, 
which contradicts the assumption that these posets are complementary. 
We can satisfy Eqs (5) and (4) if and only if 
-<‘J-P 1 
2an2 CY’ 
It follows that we must have a d 2( 1 - p) + l/r?. Cl 
Lemma 6. Suppose that we have ~1 mutually complementary pose& of order ~1. At 
least (cu - %I-+)F~ of these posets have at most ~15 extremal (i.e. maximal or 
minimal) elements for suitably large n. 
Proof. Suppose that f3n of the posets have at most FZ~ extremal elements. 
Counting extremal elements, we see that 2~2 3 FZ$CYFZ - 6~1). This means that 
-r, 
p3&-2Fl -. 0 
Lemma 7. Suppose we have pal mutually complementary posets 0~1 FZ each with at 
most ~1: extremal elements. Suppose that at least yn of these posets have fewer than 
6~1 sub-maximal elements. Then y( 1 - 6) + 2p d 1 + O(rz-i). 
Proof. Total number of (directed) edges is FI(FI - 1) while number of edges in the 
different complementary posets is at least 
(@2)(2(n - n+)) + yn(n - (6n + ni)) 
The first summand counts edges between non-extremal elements and extremal 
elements. The second summand counts edges going from nor:-sub-maximal and 
nonminimal elements up to sub-maximal but nonmaximal elements. Then 
y(r1 - (6~2 + ni)) + P(2(n - ni)) dn - 1, 
so 
y(1 - 6)+2/% 1 +o(Fl-i). 0 
Lemma 8. Suppose we have a~1 mutually complementary posets on n and suppose 
that at least ~FI of these have fewer than 6~1 sub-maximal elements. Then 
~(1 - 6) + 2cu 5 1 + O(n-i). 
Proof. Substitute Lemma 6 into Lemma 7. Cl 
J. I. Brown. 5’. Wutwo 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose we have cyll mutually complementary posets on II. 
Let 8 E (0, I) be an arbitrary constant. By Lemma 5. we know that no more than 





We can say that there are at least yrz of these posets each of which has fewer than 




Since 6 is arbitrary, LZre minimize at 6 = 3( 1 - 2-i) to yield cy d 0.4853 for 
sufficiently large t2. Cl 
4. Concluding remarks 
The problem of determining the maximum number of mutually complementary 
posets of order 12 remains open. 
Problem 1. What is the maximum size of a set of mutually complementary posets 
of order n? Is the true answer O(rz/logn), Q(r2) or neither? 
From small examples. it appears that a large set of mutually complementary 
posets of order 12 can be chosen with much common structure; in particular, the 
pose& can be chosen to be isomorphic with each of the comparability graphs 
being regular (or near regular) of the same degree (the comparability graph of a 
poset P of order t2 is the graph of order n formed by joining any two distinct 
points that are comparable in P). However, sets of mutually complementary 
posets satisfying these two uniformity constraints can be no larger than O(ni). as 
the following more general result shows. 
Theorem 4. Suppose S is a se1 of isomorphic complemerltary posets of order n, 
with the property that in each comparability graph, the degree of each poim is 
between k and k + 1, where I= O(n!). Therz ISI = O(ni). 
Proof. Suppose ISI = f. Let the number of minimal points in each of these posets 
be g. Counting minimal elements yields (by Observation 1) 
fg d n. (6) 
The number of edges in each topology can then be calculated to be at least nk/2. 
Counting edges in all the posets yields 
f(ck!2) G tz(r2 - 1) (7) 
Each minimal element lies below at most k + I elements but each element lies 
above (or is) some minimal element and so 
n d (k + 1)g + g (8) 
Equation (6) yields g 6 tz/f while equation (8) yields g 3 n/(k + I + 1). Together 
we get n/(k +I+ 1) <n/f and so kaf -I- l. Applying this to equation (7), we 
get 
f(f -I- l)S2(n - 1) (9) 
This implies that f c (2(rz - 1)): + I + 1 = O(tzi). Cl 
It seems likely that a largest set of complementary posets of order IZ can be 
chosen to consist of isomorphic posets. In light of Theorem 4, it would be 
interesting to see how various poset conditions (such as height, dimension, etc.) 
imposed on each member of a set of complementary posets affects the maximum 
size of the set. 
Problem 2. How large a set of mutually complementary posets of order rz can we 
find where the number of extremal (i.e. maximal and minimal) elements in each 
poset is at most 4 or at most S? 
By Theorem 2, we get G?(n/log IZ) many when the number of extremal elements 
is 6, and by the proof of Proposition 1 at most 2 when number of extremal 
elements is at most 3. 
Problem 3. How large a set of mutually complementary posets of order II can we 
find where each is of height at most 3? 
Note that those in the construction of Theorem 2 have height 4 and that there 
are at most two of height 2 (by Observation 1). 
We can show that a large set of complementary posets cannot have bounded 
width, and in fact cannot have even ‘small’ width. 
Theorem 5. Let S be a set of complementary posets of order n such that each poset 
has width (i.e. maximum size of an antichain ) bounded by g(n) d Cn for some 
positive constant C < 1. Then IS( = O@(n)). 
Proof. Let S={P,, . . . , B,,,}. By Dilworth’s well-known theorem (cf. [7, p. gl]), 
as each e has no antichain of size bigger than R(U), each Pj can be partitioned 
into at most ~(12) chains. Let g =&n). Fix i and suppose that we have a chain 
partition of c into chains of lengths tz, , . . . , 12, (where t G g). Then the number of 
arcs in P, is at least 
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